
DATE LANGUAGE FILM TITLE DURATION DESCRIPTION 

5-Mar French Les Intouchables 112 mins 

When Driss, an ex-con from the projects, is hired to take care of an eccentric French 
aristocrat name Philippe, his newfound job quickly becomes an unpredictable 
adventure. Speeding a Maserati through Paris, seducing women and paragliding over 
the Alps is just the beginning, as Driss turns the often humorous world of upper-class 
Parisian society upside down. As this unlikely duo overcome adversity of every flavor 
in this true story, they also shatter their preconceptions of love, life and each other. 

7-Mar 
German  Goodbye Lenin 121 mins 

In 1989, Christiane Kerner has lost her husband and is completely devoted to the 
Socialist East German state. A heart attack leaves her in a coma, and when she 
awakens eight months later, the Berlin Wall has fallen and it’s a whole new world. To 
protect her from the shock, her son Alex hatches a plan to keep her in the dark. It’s 
so easy…all he has to do is turn back the hands of time. 

Hindi Taare zameen par  165 mins  

Taare Zameen Par is a story about a child that instantly hits every adult and child alike. 
The story revolves around a young boy who suffers a lot until a teacher identifies his 
problem as dyslexia. 

12-Mar Japanese Rurouni Kenshin 138 mins 

Himura Kenshin is a vagabond with a dark past and sunny disposition. Not a ronin but 
a rurouni, he was never a samurai, but an assassin of utmost skill in the Meiji 
restoration, who in the turning point of the war simply walked away. His travels lead 
him to Tokyo in the 11th year of the Meiji era, where he befriends a female Kendo 
master, a former thief, a brawler and a doctor all with their own secrets. Together 
they fight off the enemies surfacing from the dark past that Kenshin cannot escape. 

14-Mar 

Portuguese Eu Tu Eles 104 mins 

In the beautifully majestic landscape of rural Brazil, Darlene longs for love, family and 
passion. Determined, she abruptly uproots herself from her small town to find the one 
man who can fulfill her desires. Three years later and still single, Darlene returns to 
her hometown and accepts a modest marriage proposal from her humble neighbor 
Osias. Before long, Darlene finds herself in a grueling work routine while Osias 
overseas from the comfort of a hammock. Relief comes in the form of a permanent 
visit from Osias’ cousin, Zezinho, who can’t hide his amorous feelings for Darlene. 
Their love for each other results in the birth of a child. Just when Osias and Zezinho 
are getting used to balancing their three-way marriage, along comes Ciro, a young and 
handsome drifter who ignites Darlene’s untapped passion. But will he join the ménage 
or sweep her away from it all? 

Italian The Great Beauty 142 mins 
For decades, journalist Jep Gambardella has charmed and seduced his way through 
the glittering nightlife of Rome. Since the legendary success of his only novel, he has 



been a permanent fixture in the city’s literary and elite social circles. But on his 65th 
birthday, Jep unexpectedly finds himself taking stock of his life, turning his cutting wit 
on himself and his contemporaries, and looking past the lavish nightclubs, parties, and 
cafes to find Rome itself, in all its monumental glory: a timeless landscape of absurd 
exquisite beauty. 

19-Mar Spanish Viva Cuba 80 mins 

Malú is from a middle-class family and her single mother does not want her to play 
with Jorgito, as she thinks his background is coarse and common-place. Jorgito's 
mother, a poor socialist proud of her family's social standing, places similar 
restrictions on her son. What neither woman recognizes is the immense strength of 
the bond between Malú and Jorgito. When the children find out that Malú's mother 
is planning to leave Cuba to go to another country (she has a boyfriend there), they 
decide to run away and travel to the other side of the island to find Malú's father and 
persuade him against signing the forms that would allow Malú and her mother to 
leave the country. 

21-Mar 

English Death at a Funeral 90 mins 

Daniel is a decent young man, married to Jane, still living at his father's home. When 
his father dies, it is up to him to organize his funeral. On this painful morning, the 
suitable grave expression on his face, Daniel is ready to welcome his father's friends 
and relatives. But preserving the dignity inherent in such circumstances will be a hard 
task. Particularly with an undertaker who botches his work, the return from the USA 
of his famous but selfish brother, his cousin's fiancé who has accidentally ingested 
drugs, the presence a moron who takes advantage of the sad event to win back the 
heart (or rather the body) of a woman who is about to marry another, of a 
handicapped old uncle who is also the most unbearable pain in the neck. To cap it all, 
Daniel notices the presence among the mourners of a mysterious dwarf nobody else 
seems to know... 

Yoruba Abeni 105 mins 

Akanni is a Beninois from a poor background. Abeni is the Nigerian daughter of a 
business mogul. Both are lovers from childhood. But the father prefers to marry off 
his daughter to his business associate’s, (Chief Atiba) son, Ogagu. Akanni finds himself 
the hapless pawn in a bitter confrontation between father and daughter. 

26-Mar Chinese Yin shi nan nu  123 mins 

Trouble is cooking for widower and master chef Chu (Sihung Lung) who’s about to 
discover that no matter how dazzling and delicious his culinary creations might be, 
they’re no match for the libidinous whims of his three beautiful but rebellious 
daughters. A master in the kitchen, Chu is at a loss when it comes to the ingredients 



of being a father. Every Sunday, he whips up a delicacy of dishes for his ungrateful 
daughters, who are so self-consumed that they don’t see his attempt at showing them 
love – gastronomically. So, as relationships sour and communications break down, Chu 
concocts a sure-fire recipe that will bring his family back together: he creates his own 
love affair to rival his daughters’ affections! 

 


